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Abstract: The objective of this study is to discuss the effect of extended care pattern of systematic discharge instruction on the
self-care ability, skin and nutriture, compliance with rehabilitation and readmission rate of stroke patients. The method: 150 cases of stroke
patient were randomly divided into study group and control group with 75 cases for each group, both groups of patient received the same
routine care and discharge instruction during hospitalization, the patients in study group were administered with a systematic discharge
instruction and formulation of extended care measure for intervention 3 days before discharge, which lasted for 6 months. Result: the
difference in Barthel scoring and Braden index scoring, percentage of patients with a risk of malnutrition and care satisfaction on day 2 after
admission and before discharge between two groups of patient was not statistically significant (P>0.05), according to the comparison done at
two time points: month 1 and 6 after discharge , the patients in study group were significantly higher than the ones in control group in terms
of Barthel scoring and compliance with rehabilitation scoring, while in terms of Braden index scoring, percentage of patients with a risk of
malnutrition and readmission rate, the patients in study group were significantly lower than the ones in control group, the inter-group
comparative difference was statistically significant (P<0.05); It is found that the intervention based on extended care pattern of systematic
discharge instruction can improve the self-care ability, compliance with rehabilitation of stroke patients, and reduce the incidence rate of
pressure sores, risk of malnutrition and readmission rate.
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Introduction

1. Object of study

Stroke is a chronic disease affected by many risk factors, due to

150 cases of stroke patient hospitalized and treated in inpatient

the limitation posed by many factors like mental state, family

area of neurology department of Xingtai People’s Hospital from Jun,

situation, hospitalization cost, length of stay and so on, most patients

2015 to Jun, 2016 were taken as an object of study, with an inclusion

chose to be discharged and transferred to community or family for

criterion: 1) according to the criteria established in the diagnosis and

rehabilitation after the clinical symptoms of stroke were improved,

treatment guideline (2014) about stroke in Journal of Chinese

an effective medical care may reduce the patient’s fatality rate and

neurology, all the patients included into the study range accorded

disability rate to a great extent and can be very effective to improve

with the diagnosis of diagnosis and treatment specification for stroke

the patient’s life quality and prevent recurrence[1] .

and were diagnosed as stroke definitely. 2) Barthel scoring <95. 3)

Most patients and main family caregivers are relatively ignorant

the patients have been confirmed by imageological examinations like

of the knowledge about treatment and care for stroke, and have a

Computed tomography (CT) or Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

poor understanding of the severity of this disease, it has been a

Imaging (NMRI）. 4) The patients were aged between 45 and 82

common phenomenon that the patients don’t take medicine on time,

years-old, with a paralyzed-side muscle force ranging from level 2 to

or even don’t take it, and cannot obtain a timely and effective

4. 5) both the patients and main family caregivers have a conscious

rehabilitation exercise after discharge, as a result, the patients are

mind, and can cooperate with this survey for data collection;

readmitted to hospital due to a recurrence, which is a waste of social

meanwhile, all of them are voluntary for this study, and have signed

medical resource and aggravation of family financial burden[2]. This

an informed consent and agreed with a followup visit. 6) the patients

study took the 150 cases of patient hospitalized in the inpatient area

chose to rehabilitate at home after discharge and resided in the urban

of neurology department as an object of study, who were randomly

area of Xingtai city permanently, in order for a convenient extended

divided into study group and control group with 75 cases for each

care intervention. Exclusion criterion: 1) the patients who had a

group, the patients in study group were intervened by an extended

previous history of mental illness , along with those who had

care from a systematic discharge instruction and its influencing

insufficiency of heart, kidney, liver and lung as well as serious

effect was observed, which is to be reported as follows:

circulation system diseases. 2) The patients who had a previous
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history of cognitive disorder or mental disorder as well as a family

points equal to severe dysfunction; 50-70 points equal to moderate

history. 3) The patients who failed to finish the intervention and data

dysfunction; 75-95 points equal to mild dysfunction; 100 points

collection due to various reasons.

equal to ADL self-care.
3.1.2 Braden scale is the most widely used scale by the clinical

2. Research method

care in China by now, it assesses the risk of onset of pressure sores

2.1 The patient’s self-care ability, skin and nutriture had been

in the perspective of etiology, and is widely used for clinical care,

assessed, and their baseline data had been collected, 150 cases of

with 23 points as a maximum and 6 points as a minimum, the

subject included in the study range had been randomly divided into

patients who score between 15 and 18 points are considered as at a

study group and control group with 75 cases for each group on the

mild risk; 13-14 points as at a moderate risk; 10-12 points as at a

basis of method of random number table.

high risk; less than 9 points as at an extremely high risk.

2.2 Oral Enjoin about discharge precautions were implemented

3.1.3 Nutritional risk screening table (NRS2002) is a tool for

by nurse to the patients in control group before discharge. The

screening the nutritional risk recommended by European Society of

patients in study group were given a written health instruction based

Parenteral Enteral Nutrition (ESPEN）in 2002, and it is a simple and

on the disease condition, educational level and family support within

convenient method for screening nutritional risk that is relatively

3 to 4 days before discharge, and a systematic discharge instruction

objective. It divides the condition into four grades in proper order

was given to the patients according to their condition, each patient to

according to the severity of disease and nutritional condition : none,

be discharged was instructed and educated with a health guidance

mild, moderate and severe, signified by 0, 1, 2 and 3 points

and given a health education handbook for knowledge about stroke

respectively, more than 3 points indicates a risk of malnutrition.
3.1.4 The questionnaire of patient compliance is made in light

(self-made).
2.3 The patients received a telephone follow-up visit once a

of the questionnaire of “patient compliance with discharge

week after discharge, reinforcing the care instruction specific to

instruction” established by Qian Chunrong et al, the survey

individual problem and tracking the situation of recovery of patients.

regarding the compliance of stroke patients was conducted in terms

The patient’s self-care ability, skin and nutriture and compliance

of five aspects including rehabilitation exercise, balanced diet, daily

with rehabilitation were assessed on month 1 and 6 after discharge.

work and rest, regular medication and regular reexamination, each

2.4 The statistical software SPSS19.0 was used to analyze and
process the data, the measurement data was represented by mean ±
), the variance analysis and pair t-test of

standard deviation(

item was divided into four levels, namely, completely, mostly, little
and hardly, which was signified by 3, 2, 1 and 0 point respectively,
with a total points of 15 .

data of patients were repeatedly measured on day 2 after admission,

3.2 Result

before discharge, on month 1 and 6 after discharge, enumeration data

3.2.1 It was shown by the result of comparison of modified

was represented by percentage, the inter-group comparison was

Barthel index that, the difference in Barthel index at different time

tested with x , the difference was believed to be statistically

before and after the intervention by this extended care pattern

significant when P is less than 0.05.

between two groups of patient was statistically significant

2

（Ftime=29.868，P＜0.01）, therein, the difference in scoring on day
3. Research result

2 after admission and before discharge between two groups of
patient was not statistically significant (P>0.05), the difference on

3.1 Effectiveness index
3.1.1 Modified Barthel index scale has been designed and
established by the American Dorother Barthel and Floorence
Mahney in 1965, it is a commonly used ADL assessment method by

month 1 and 6 after discharge was statistically significant
（Ftime=12.546，P＜0.05）, the difference in inter-group comparison
was statistically significant (P<0.05), indicating that, there is an

American rehabilitation institutions. It is mainly used to detect the

interaction between the intervention result and time （Ftime=4.283，P

change in independent living ability of old people, and it reflects the

＜0.05）
，indicating that, the extended care pattern of systematic

degree of need of care by old people, it is applicable for the old
people who is diseased with neural, muscular and skeletal disorder.

discharge instruction can improve the daily living ability of stroke
patients. See table 1 for detail.

Thereinto, 0-20 points equal to extremely severe dysfunction; 25-45
Table .1 Comparison of modified Barthel index between two groups of patient(point,
Group

Case quantity On day 2 after admission

Before discharge

)

On month 1 after discharge On month 6 after discharge

Study group

75

45.29±9.74

51.76±7.83

63.86±11.83

74.29±12.49

Control group

75

46.98±10.02

52.90±7.39

56.09±9.57

74.55±12.11
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t

-

0.826

1.121

3.621

4.928

P

-

0.432

0.272

0.018

0.003

3.2.2 It was shown by the result of comparison of Braden

after discharge between two groups was statistically significant

scale that, the difference in Barthel index scoring at different time

(P<0.05), indicating that, there is an interaction between the

between two groups of patient was statistically significant

，indicating that,
intervention result and time （Ftime=3.682，P＜0.05）

，among which, the difference in scoring on
（Ftime=4.235，P＜0.05）

the extended care pattern of systematic discharge instruction can

day 2 after admission and before discharge between two groups was

reduce the probability of occurrence of pressure sores of stroke

not statistically significant (P>0.05), the difference on month 1 and 6

patients. See table 2 for detail.

Table .2 comparison of Braden scale between two groups of patient
Group

Case quantity On day 2 after admission

Before discharge

On month 1 after discharge On month 1 after discharge

Study group

75

19.23±1.56

18.44±1.21

17.68±1.33

18.21±1.18

Control group

75

19.21±1.60

18.47±1.25

16.07±1.29

16.25±1.26

t

-

0.635

0.268

3.269

4.491

P

-

0.369

0.891

0.046

0.037

3.2.3 It was shown by the result of comparison of nutritional

3.2.4 It was shown by the result of comparison of patient

risk scoring that, on day 2 after admission and before discharge, the

compliance that, the total points scored by patients in study group in

percentage of patients in study group whose NRS-2002 scoring was

terms of rehabilitation exercise on month 6 after discharge, balanced

more than or equal to 3 points was higher than that of the ones in

nutrition, daily rest and work, regular medication and compliance

control group, the inter-group comparative difference was not

were significantly higher than that of the ones in control group

significant (P>0.05), on month 1 after discharge, the percentage of

(P<0.05), the difference between both was statistically significant,

patients in study group whose NRS scoring was at a risk of

the difference in scoring of regular reexamination between both

malnutrition was lower than that of the ones in control group, the

groups was not significant(P>0.05).

inter-group comparative difference was not significant (P>0.05), on

3.2.5 It was shown by the result of comparison of

month 6 after discharge, the percentage of patients in study group

rehospitalization rate of patients that, the rehospitalization rate of

who were at a risk of malnutrition was 5.33%, which was clearly

patients in study group on month 6 after discharge was 5.33%(4/75),

lower that that of the ones in control group, which was 13.33%, the

which was significantly lower than that of control group, which was

inter-group comparative difference was statistically significant

12.00%(9/75),

(P<0.05).

statistically significant (P,0.05). see table 3 for detail.

the

inter-group

comparative

difference

was

Table .3 comparison of rehospitalization rate on month 6 after discharge between two groups of patient
Group

rehospitalized

Case quantity

Case quantity

Not rehospitalized

percentage（%）

Case quantity

percentage（%）

Study group

75

4

5.33

71

94.67

Control group

75

9

12.00

66

88.00

2

x

-

5.124

6.335

P

-

＜0.05

＜0.05

rehabilitation knowledge[3], the research results showed that, the
4. Discussion

Barthel index points scored by the patients in study group on month

4.1. Effect of Extended care pattern of systematic discharge

1 and 6 after discharge were significantly higher than that of the ones
in control group, indicating that, the patient’s self-care ability can be

instruction on the self-care ability of stroke patients
The patients in study group were given a systematic discharge

improved by the intervention through administration of extended

instruction in this study, the patients were provided with a relevant

care measure to the stroke patients, and the longer the interventional

functional exercise instruction by the extended care pattern after

time, the better the recovery of patient’s self-care ability.

returning to family, the relatives can help and facilitate the
rehabilitation

exercise

of

patients

after

understanding

the

Through analysis, it is believed that the reason for this situation
might be that the extended care could allow the patients and relatives
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to have a relatively comprehensive and systematic understanding of

risk screening and assess the nutriture of stroke patients, this study

the condition, treatment and rehabilitation of stroke, making the

showed that, the percentage of patients in study group who were at a

patients more confident for the rehabilitation of disease; secondly,

risk of nutrition would be reduced gradually with the time extension

the stroke patients and main family caregivers can master the daily

of extended care, while the counterpart in control group had a

ability and skill through a systematic discharge instruction, helping

significantly less reduction, it is thus clear that, the systematic

the patients to establish a correct, healthy and positive attitude for

discharge instruction and extended care has a positive effect on the

exercise; thirdly, the performance of family caregiver can be fully

reduction of risk of malnutrition of stroke patients.

exerted, the care staff instructs the family caregiver as to how to
effectively assist the patients to do the household rehabilitation

4.4 Effect of extended care pattern of systematic discharge
instruction on stroke patient’s compliance with rehabilitation

exercise during discharge instruction, especially that the completion

It was shown by the result of a compliance survey for both

of daily activity by patients should not be excessively substituted by

groups of patient on month 6 after discharge that, the patients in

relatives, which shall be avoided as much as possible, the patients

study group were significantly superior to the ones in control group

should be encouraged to do what can be done by the them

in terms of rehabilitation exercise, balanced diet, daily rest and work,

independently to the greatest extent in order to give a full play to the

regular medication and total points, the difference between both was

self-care[4, 5].

statistically significant (P<0.05), indicating that, extended care

4.2Effect of extended care pattern of systematic discharge
instruction on the skin condition of stroke patients

pattern can effectively improve the patient’s compliance. Research
result showed that, the difference in regular reexamination scoring

Stroke is a disease having a high morbidity, disability rate and

between both groups was not significant, which might be due to the

mortality to the stroke patients, who would usually develop clinical

fact that the patients were all reminded by the telephone from

symptoms like dyskinesia after the onset, as to the bedrid stroke

researchers

patients, they are disabled of self-care ability, thus, pressure sores are

compliance of patients is a powerful guarantee for the effective

a serious problem emerging in the process of clinical care for this

improvement of prognosis, the patients in study group had their bad

kind of patients. This study adopted the modified Braden scale to

life style improved by the extended care, and had their risk factor of

assess the skin condition of both groups of patient during

stroke reduced, a persistent and regular rehabilitation exercise

rehabilitation stage and treatment stage, which contributes to the

enhances and improves the motor function, the improvement of daily

discovery of risk factor of occurrence of pressure sores for patients

activity ability also contributes to the improvement of unhealthy

by care staff, and to a timely provision of care intervention to the

mental state of patients, and contributes more to the recovery of

patients so as to avoid the occurrence of pressure sores.

disease[8, 9].

Research results showed that, the difference in Braden
scoring after admission and before discharge between both groups of

during

each

reexamination[7],

the

post-discharge

4.5 Effect of extended care pattern of systematic discharge
instruction on readmission rate of stroke patients

patient was not significant, the scoring of patients in both groups was

As for stroke patients, the optimum convalescence is the

equally lowered to different extent on month 1 after discharge,

recovery stage, however, in China, most patients seldom choose to

wherein, the patients in study group had a higher scoring than the

receive a hospitalized treatment for 6 months after onset due to

ones in control group did, on month 6 after discharge, the Braden

hospitalization cost, treatment condition and many other factors,

scoring of patients in study group was clearly higher than that of

moreover, the patients and relatives lack of a professional knowledge

ones in control group, indicating that, extended care intervention

and care method to prevent and treat diseases, thus, missing the

could intervene and adjust the patients in an individualized manner,

optimal rehabilitation opportunity, or making the patient’s condition

and reduce the high risk factors of pressure sores to the minimal

worse, which raises the recurrence rate significantly. As far as the

degree, effectively ensuring the quality of out-of-hospital care[6].

stroke patients are concerned, the risk factors of readmission rate

4.3Effect of extended care pattern of systematic discharge
instruction on nutrition of stroke patients

include a great functional damage upon discharge, advanced age,
absence of effective social support and so on, the condition of those

Stroke patients usually have an acute onset, leading to a stress

patients is aggravated and they are forced to be readmitted to

state of organism, thus, both the requirement of nutrition and

hospital due to interruption of regular care and a changed care

metabolic rate will be increased, while the senile patient’s organism

site[10].It has been shown by the findings of this study that, the

will be complicated with underlying diseases, quite a part of patients

difference in readmission rate on month 6 after discharge between

already have had a problem of malnutrition when admitted and about

two groups of patient was significant, the readmission rate of

to be treated in hospital, it is very necessary to conduct a nutritional

patients in study group had been reduced significantly by the
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intervention through extended care.
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Li Jing. Effect of extended care on the functional rehabilitation of
stroke patients [D]: North China University of science and

5 . Conclusion

engineering, 2015.

Extended care pattern of systematic discharge instruction can
improve the self-care ability of stroke patients, and reduce the
occurrence rate of pressure sores and risk of malnutrition, improve

Li S,Liu Q,Huang P.Family-like continuing nursing care for
discharged

stroke

patients[J].

Journal

of

Nursing

Science,2011,14(10):331-337.

the care satisfaction and compliance with rehabilitation and reduce

Mo Wanni. Effect of extended care intervention on therapy

the readmission rate of stroke patients. This study is limited in the

compliance of discharged patients with cerebral infarction [J].

quantity of sample collected, which can be increased further in order

Chinese practical medicine, 2016,11(19):233-234.

to reduce the influence of sample quantity on the data obtained,

Rao Huiyan, Dong Yaxian, Shi Hongting. Effect of extended care on

extended care intervention on stroke patients in Xingtai is still in its

the patients with ischemic stroke [J]. Chinese clinical nursing,

initial stage, extended care service still needs to be developed and

2016,8(6) 189-195.

perfected energetically in medical establishments. This extended care

Wang G.To Explore the Effect of Stroke Care Unit on the Ability of

program is not studied to a further extent, thus, the long-term effect

Daily Life and Coping Style of Stroke Patients[J].China

of extended care intervention on patients remains uncertain, which is

Continuing Medical Education,2016,19(10):529-535.
Wang Ting, Wang Xiaoqing, Liu Dan et al. Effect of extended care

in need of a further study.
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on medication compliance and self efficacy of patients after
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